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Professional Sports
By Thomas C. Quinlen
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]Future
woman slept with a National
A
Basketball Association superstar
who insisted on wearing a condom.
The woman then took the used condom and put it in her refrigerator,
hoping to artificially inseminate herself later, unbeknownst to the player.
Her goal was to bear this man's child,
knowing that if she won a paternity
suit, it would mean a huge child support award for her and her child.1
This was the rumor that circulated
among NBA players during the
1997-98 season, and whether apocryphal or not, it represents the
2
worst fears of professional athletes.

They fear that women are preying on them, hoping to
seduce them, get pregnant by them, and sue them for
hundreds of thousands of dollars in child support.
Despite their self-perception as victims, athletes often
are not sympathetic characters either: many are over-

also act as a reserve account for the father once the child
or children are no longer dependants.

paid, immature, and egotistical. Many athletes are not
exactly slamming the door when these women come calling. The sexual exploits of Magic Johnson, Shawn Kemp,
and Wilt Chamberlain are known all over the world.
Even ignoring the current epidemics of AIDS and other
sexually transmitted diseases, these excesses are not

The issue of professional athletes siring children out of
wedlock was first thrust into the national conscience in
4
an article in SPORTS ILLUSTRATED in May 1998. The SI

without consequences, as these celebrities father and
abandon a string of children.
Unfortunately, in this battle between promiscuous
parents, it is the children who are most harmed. Rather
than being providers of stable, loving relationships, these
parents, who were either greedy or foolish or both, are
not prepared to take on the responsibility of raising a
child. Thus, the next stop after the delivery room is the
courthouse, where one parent tries to pass off a share of
the expense of raising the child to the non-custodial parent. In the case of athletes in the four professional
leagues, the courts can help ensure that the child at least
gets financial support from the millionaire father. But as
all child support regimes allow for changes in circumstances, the courts cannot guarantee the financial welfare of the child if the father experiences a dramatic
3
decrease in income at the end of his playing days. While
this might be the proper result under the applicable child
support statutes, a straightforward application of the
laws would seem to leave the child without the financial
support beyond the term of the father's athletic career.
In order to avoid this riches-to-rags story, courts,
attorneys, and agents must engage in financial planning
for the best interests of the child before the opportunity
to provide for the future is lost. Although parents will
occasionally have the foresight to engage in this type of
planning, the large initial support payments are often too
tempting and end up being squandered. Thus, courts are
in the best position to secure these children's future
financial situations by designing trusts to hold funds for
future educational expenses and supplementing support
payments once the father's income is reduced. Such
trusts would release funds only to educational institutions and to the parent or child as the trustee determines
is necessary for the child's health, maintenance, and welfare. This provision will preserve funds for the child's
benefit well after the father's playing days are over, and
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piece was followed by several newspaper articles in various cities around the country, but like most hot news topics, it was quickly forgotten as the nation moved on to
more pressing issues. This Note aims to revisit this issue
with an eye towards practical and legal resolution of this
pervasive problem, suggesting ways that lawyers and
agents can establish child support trusts to represent
their clients' interests and provide the best result for any
children involved.
First, this Note will discuss generally why a trust is a
good solution to the problems of "deadbeat dads," short
careers, and long-term childrearing costs. Then, it will
examine the laws of four particularly relevant states
regarding child support and the use of trusts, looking
specifically at successful implementations of trusts and
at the potential pitfalls that practitioners can avoid. The
Note will then move on to describe the structure of the
optimal fund for this situation and how to choose a
trustee. And finally, it will discuss the considerable tax
implications of creating such a trust and how to defuse
potential tax problems.
While the principles contained in this Note apply to
any situation, the problem involving professional athletes is gender specific. First, this problem has not surfaced yet in women's professional sports. Second, biology
dictates that men can produce many more children much
more quickly than women - a woman can only get pregnant once at a time, no matter how many men she sleeps
with, while a man can father as many children as there
are women to sleep with him.

M/akigthe
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The concern of this Note is athletes and babies, specifically, professional athletes with out-of-wedlock babies.
Children of divorced parents do not present the same
problems for courts in setting support amounts, because
divorce's natural antecedent is marriage, and marriage
provides background the courts can examine the marital
home and see how the mother and children lived. One-

night stands and short-term lovers, however, do not
impart the same sense of stability and continuity. In
these extremely short-term relationships, the mother has
a difficult time claiming personal damage or reliance.
After all, both parties bear equal responsibility for a
pregnancy, barring fraud. 5 So, if the father owes little or
nothing to the mother, the question of what is owed to
the child becomes a more difficult one to answer.
Further complicating the issue is the father's ability to
pay. Athletes' fortunes shift from season to season, and
they can quickly go from having more than enough
income to support several families to having insufficient
income to support even themselves. Athletes are differ-

Hollywood. 8 Furthermore, retired musicians and actors
usually can expect royalty payments over the course of
their lifetime, while few athletes are recognizable enough to
profit off of their celebrity after their playing days are over.
Simply put, these athlete fathers must care for the
children they bring into this world, even if only financially. 9 Despite the large salaries that professional athletes earn, they often do not pay child support, even in
the face of court orders directing them to pay.1 0 James
Brooks, a former All-Pro running back for the Cincinnati
Bengals, and Ron LeFlore, who led Major League
Baseball in stolen bases in 1980 with the Detroit Tigers,
provide two recent cases in point. On September 2, 1999,
James Brooks was arrested in Atlanta and taken to
Cincinnati for his failure to pay child support. 11 Despite
having earned $1 million per year at the height of his
1 2
career, Brooks owed $107,705 in back child support.

Athletes' fortunes shift from
season to season, and they
can quickly go from having
more than enough income

Brooks did not pay the money and remained in jail until
the resolution of the case 1 3 in November of 1999, when
he was sentenced to six months in jail plus 300 hours of
community service after pleading no contest to the
charges against him.1 4 One would assume that if Brooks
had the money, he would rather pay than sit in a
Cincinnati jail cell. By way of contrast, Ron LeFlore was
arrested in Detroit on September 28, 1999, after attending the closing ceremonies at Tiger Stadium.1 5 LeFlore

to support several families

was charged with failure to pay more than $50,000 in
back child support.1 6 When LeFlore was ordered to pay

to having insufficient income

$3,000 or go to jail, LeFlore, unlike Brooks, came up with
the cash the same day and immediately fled from
Michigan.1 7 Brooks represents, presumably, the results

to support even themselves.

of poor planning and money management, while LeFlore
represents what the general public hates about "dead-

ent from other people, or even other entertainers, as their
careers are extremely limited in duration. Even the most
talented and resilient athletes rarely have careers
exceeding 15 years, 6 with the average pro career lasting
three to five years. 7 Compare that figure to Sean
Connery or B.B. King, who have been performing for
more than 40 and 50 years, respectively. Additionally,

beat dads" who have the money but refuse to pay. This
Note attempts to eliminate both problems by constructing a flexible system, wherein the father is motivated to
pay by assurances that the mother will not be able to
squander the money and by the fact that any remainder
will revert back to him. A further benefit is that the payment structure is entirely elastic, thus allowing the court
to get the money from fathers like LeFlore in one lump
sum payment.

musicians and actors are not subject to the same whims
of fate as athletes. Injuries generally do not threaten
non-athletes' careers, as non-athletes are not dependent
on their bodies being in top physical condition.
Christopher Reeves has proven that even near-total
paralysis need not be a bar to continuing a career in
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Trusts

Fathers who fail to pay child support frequently claim
futility of such payments, arguing that mothers will use
18
child support money mainly to support themselves.

These fathers feel that the money they are paying in
child support should go to the child, not the mother. 19
This belief is often validated, as even in divorce settings,
and contrary to popular perception, spousal support is
not awarded in the vast majority of divorces. 20 States
are not interested in one parent living off the other parent's income, regardless of the couple's former marital
status. 2 1 A partner from a one-night stand or a shortterm relationship with a pro athlete will have no claim
for support because she has not been married, has not
lived with the father and has not shared his lifestyle.
The designation of support only for the child, while legally proper, only increases the temptation for the mother to
raid the support payments for her own uses. A trust, properly implemented, will protect the support money from
misuse, and ensure funds are available into the future.
The law in California, on the other hand, does not
share fathers' concerns that child support awards will be
diverted to improve mothers' standards of living. 2 2 In
fact, California explicitly states that a proper use of child
support is to improve the overall standard of living in a
child's residence. 2 3 California's policy, then, is to allow
the custodial parent to benefit from the child support
money, having determined the benefit to the child outweighs the problem of giving money to the mother. While
the custodial parent is entitled to use some of the money
for the whole household, the obligor still wants to know
that the child is actually receiving the intended benefit of
the money.
A trust arrangement will at least ameliorate these
concerns and promote timely payment of the obligation.
The trust accomplishes this because of its standing in the
law. In general terms, a trust is the legal term for any
property or money that is placed in the control of a
trustee, and a trustee is one who is bound by law to manage the trust in the best interests of the beneficiary. The
benefit of a trust is that legal control of the corpus, or the
assets that are held in trust, resides solely with the
trustee. For example, if a wealthy person wanted to
leave a large sum of money to a young, financially irresponsible relative, the money could be put into trust with
instructions for the trustee to pay only certain sums or
for certain expenses. The profligate beneficiary, while
receiving the benefit of the inheritance, cannot squander
the money. The benefits in a child support situation are
similar - the custodial parent can spend the money only
in specified amounts and for specified expenses.
Some states make specific provisions for trusts, while

others' laws are vague enough to allow the courts to
invent fund schemes. In the case of professional athletes,
with relatively short careers and possibly distant relationships with their children, trust arrangements are
particularly beneficial.
In dealing with out-of-wedlock child support situations, a court would already be involved, with the purpose of ensuring the children's financial security. The
player, through his lawyer and agent, must preempt the
court if the player wants to have the best possible outcome both for himself and the child. The court is always
going to seek the best possible outcome for the child, but
there exist multiple ways to reach that goal which may
not be as beneficial to the father. If the father does not
take the initiative, then all decisions rest solely with the
court. The people who could best construct and implement these plans for both parties are the athletes' agents
and lawyers. They have the expertise as professionals,
personal knowledge of the athlete's financial affairs, and
as spousal support is not an issue, there is no conflict of
interest. As a consequence of helping their clients and
the clients' children, agents and lawyers are also helping
themselves by ensuring that their clients will be comfortably solvent and able to pay their bills.
It should be noted here that not every plan will be the
same. Players' salaries are different, and the expected
lengths of their careers are different. Perhaps the most
important factor of all is variance in state laws; while the
states seem generally amenable to the use of trusts, care
must be taken to understand what each jurisdiction is
looking for in a child support plan.

State Lavs
The federal Aid to Families with Dependent Children
Act "requires each state to have a single state-wide
guideline for child support. '2 4 The Act predicates funding for child support enforcement upon states complying
with this provision. Each state is able to enact its own
specific guidelines, and though the similarities among
these statutes often are more striking than their differences, they still produce a wide range of results. 2 5 As a
sample of state laws dealing with how child support payments are calculated and awarded, this Note examines
the laws of Texas, California, Florida, and Tennessee.
These states were chosen because they contain franchises representing 29 percent of the National Football
League (NFL), 34 percent of the National Basketball

Implemented
Before

being able to implement the trust plan sg
gestcd in this Note, a practitioner may have to explain to
the father why he should part with so much of his money,
explain to the mother Why she should Waive her other
remedies for collecting support, or explain to a court why
it should deviate from the statutory guidelines. sports
agents, attorneys and judges all play different roles in this
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process.
Kyle Rote, Jr. is a prominent sports agent with
Athletic ResourCe Managemcnt, the agency that manages such star athletes as Reggie White, Scottie Pippen,
and Isaac Bruce. Rote describes the agent's role in the
child support process this way "Our line is to provide
clients with a framework of responsibility." 1 They need
to take care of their children, both as a moral matter and
from a public relations viewpoint. Finding the right solution is a balancing act: "We don't want to unjustly enrich
a mother or her live-in boyfriend, but we also don't want
to take the hard line approach." '2
The agent's role is a little different than that of the
"pure advocate" lawyer, who has a "100 percent commitment to the client's case . . .. We [agents] can be the
judge and provide a moral and ethical framework for our
advice. We are not advancing a position against an opponent -is a lawyer is. We can achieve a 'gray' result."'3

Association (NBA), 25 percent of the National Hockey
League (NHL), and 30 percent of Major League Baseball
(MLB). 26 Though Tennessee only has two franchises,
both of which are new to Tennessee, 27 state regulations
dealing with the calculation of child support contain specific provisions for dealing with high income obligors and
feature trusts as part of that scheme, making Tennessee
28
an excellent model.

Once the client decides to step up and make certain provisions for his child, then it ,is
the responsibility of the
lawyers to achieve the best possible result for the cient. 4
Rick Landrum is in-house counsel for Athletic
Resource Management. He states that, ideally, the relationship between the parents will be amicable or at least
civil. When the parents are capable of talking together
rationally, the athlete's representatives should try to work
out a consent dcewereby the parents sign an agreemnenr stating how child support will be handled. 5 Child
support can be handled informally, and probably is in
many cases. However, having a court-approved agreement is preferable, not only because it is enforccable
against the obligor, but also because the order offers stability and predictability to the obligo. 6
In practice, "we have used both revocable and irrevocable trusts" as part of child support plans. 7 When asked
why a mother would agree to a plan utilizing a revocable
trust, Landrum replied, "I dion't know, but once you communicate the idea of the trust, they will agree on that
basis. Also, with the court enforcement mechanism in
place, it's nor like you're taking advantage of the
mother. A revocable trust just gives my client more
flexibility." 8 If the mother's counsel thinks a revocabie trust is a bad idea, then they should not agree to it.

The Texas Family Code provides that where an obligor's net resources exceed $6,000 per month, "the court
shall presumptively apply the percentage guidelines to
the first $6,000 of the obligor's net resources... [and] may
order additional amounts of child support as appropriate,
depending on the income of the parties and the proven
needs of the child."'3 1 The Texas statute goes on to say
that, "in no event may the obligor be required to pay
more child support that the greater of the presumptive

Texas child support laws are designed to provide the
child with a standard of living commensurate with that
of the parents. 29 In pursuit of this goal, the Texas
Family Code sets out guidelines that allocate percent-

amount or the amount equal to 100 percent of the proven
needs of the child."'3 2 The reasoning here is clear - obligors cannot be made to pay more than the children need.
However, this reasoning assumes a somewhat steady
stream of income from which the obligor can pay support,
and such an assumption fails when applied to profes-

ages of the payor's income to child support, based on the
30
number of children being supported.

sional athletes.
Any future extraordinary expenses are, by definition,

Texas

'The biggest problem, whether in an adversarial prQceeding or in entering a consent decree is educating the
judges on the special considerations of professional ath--

pens; Lte for the missing parent. However, "it is unfair to
the non-cusundeirwrite the custodial parent just because
todialI parent earns a lot of money." 13 These types of

letes."' 9

ratiornales for not applying the guidelines need to be artic-

For example, in Arkansas, the rules governing

child support are very strict. The presumption in favor of
al
is extremely strong, so th jg
want to go strictly by the guidelines. "When the
. •per•

Sguidelines

centages are applied strictly that way, you end up with the
mother getting too much money at one time and you
don't plan for the future reduction in income." 10
According to Judge Andrew Shookhoff, lawyers would
about trying to educate
be wise to heed Landrum's advice 11
the judges who hear their cases.
Shookhoff was the

ulate d to the judges.
phone interview with Kyle Rote, Jr., CEO of Athletic Resource
Tele ement (Feb. 11, 2000).
M'anag
2

Ia.

5 Ta.

phone Interview with Joseph E (Rick) Landrum, General
Dounsdeland Director of Client Servi..es for Athletic Resource
(Feb. 10 2000).
1eent
Manag

67Id.
Id.

trial judge in Nash v. Mule, and sitting in Nashville, he

8

frequently had occasion
~10Id.to hear cases involving musical
celebrities. He offered some insight into how judges view
these cases.

9td.

on his experience with Nash,
Basing his comments
~Associ
Shookhoff said, "What you want to look at is the underlying policy of the law. In the case of Tennessee, the
guidelines assume that the non-custodial parent exercises

Vande

d

11 Inneview with Judge Andrew Shookhoff, former juvenile Court
judge i
InDavidson County, Ter., current faculty member at
bilt University School of Law, and the Senior Research
ate at the Center fot Child and Family Policy of the Vanderbilt
Instit te of Public Policy tudies, in Nashvile, Ten (Feb. 7, 200)

12 Id.

a certain amount of visitation. Where the parent is not
visiting, you are supposed to consider an increase in the
child support award." 12 The law has a dual purpose - to
ensure the child is not neglected financially arid to con-

speculative and cannot be considered a proven need of
the child. This interpretation would mean that the creation of an educational trust would be beyond the authority of a Texas court. The law does not preclude the use of
trusts altogether, though. In the case of In the Interest
of Regina Gonzalez, the trial court ordered the use of a
trust which required the wealthy Mexican father to make
a lump sum payment to cover all child support payments
from the time the parents separated until the child
reached majority.3 3 The Court of Appeals of Texas held
that the trial court was within its discretion in deciding
that the father should make a lump sum payment, representing the present value of all the support payments
from the time of the decision until the child reaches
majority age.3 4 The Court of Appeals also held that any
funds remaining in trust at termination would revert to
the father,3 5 and that the trial court may give full admin-

36
istrative power over the trust to the trustee.
Gonzalez shows that trusts can be used in Texas, and
the case highlights the biggest reason for using trusts they act as insurance. If one were to substitute a Dallas
Maverick for Gonzalez's father, and substitute fear of
injury for fear of Gonzalez's father fleeing to Mexico, then
the case is a perfect example of how trusts can ensure
37
ready funds to meet the child's needs.

For a practitioner seeking to implement a trust plan in
Texas, the trust would have to be structured within the
bounds of the statute. In setting the amount to be paid
in, the mother would need proof of the expected length of
the father's career and his projected earnings, and she
would have to prove the child's future needs. Unlike
some jurisdictions, Texas law does not allow the court to
err on the side of caution, putting in extra money as
insurance against a career ending prematurely. As for

future educational expenses, the case law does not provide any direct illumination. However, including private
university tuition in the calculation might be possible, if
the custodial parent can show that the child is likely to
attend an expensive private university and can persuade

centage and must focus only on the child's needs. If the
obligor thinks the award is too high, it can be challenged,
but at that point, financial data must be disclosed. 48 The
second benefit is a consequence of the first: cutting down
on discovery and the amount of admissible evidence

the court with an argument similar to the one in Nash v.
Mulle infra page 118.38

makes for a shorter and less expensive hearing.
The cases involving baseball players Kevin Mitchell
and Barry Bonds provide a fairly broad overview of how
the California system operates for athletes. 49 In 1986,
Mitchell was a member of the World Champion New

Caifornia
The California Family Code sets up an impressively
intricate and comprehensive calculation for determining
child support awards based on each parent's income, who
earns more, and which parent has custody. 3 9 No maximum income level is set, and the formula is intended to
apply to all situations. However, under § 4057, the code
outlines a few circumstances under which the presumption of correctness may be rebutted "by admissible evidence showing that application of the formula would be
unjust or inappropriate in the particular case, consistent
with the principles set forth in Section 4053."' 40 Of particular note to professional athletes is § 4057(b)(3), which
creates an exception for obligors who have an "extraordi-

York Mets, and in 1989 he was named the National
League's Most Valuable Player while playing with the
San Francisco Giants. By 1994, however, Mitchell had
been traded twice, suspended once, put on the disabled
list, and finally let go as a free agent in October of that
year. 5 0 During this troubled time, he petitioned to have
his child support payments reduced, and the court obliged. 51 His obligation was reduced from $5,000 per month
to $4,000 per month, with $500 per month going into an
52
educational trust.
In 1995, Mitchell signed to play in Japan, where his
contract paid him an annual base salary of $3 million and
a $900,000 signing bonus. 5 3 Afterwards, Ronna Rojas,
Mitchell's ex-wife and mother of his child, filed for anoth-

narily high income and the amount determined under
41
the formula would exceed the needs of the children."
Shortly after these Family Code provisions were
enacted in 1993, actor Emilio Estevez's former girlfriend
sought modification of a child support order entered in
Estevez stipulated that his annual income
1987.42

er review hearing, and the trial court ordered Mitchell to
pay $5,000 in cash as restitution for the period of reduced
payments. The court also restored the original $5,000
obligation, and added on a requirement that Mitchell
continue the payments into the educational trust.5 4 The

exceeded $1.4 million, and that he could pay any reasonable child support award. 43 The California trial court
directed that Estevez produce information and documentation regarding his income and expenditures, despite

opinion did not set out what the formula amount would
have been, but it noted that the award of $5,500 per
55
month was less than the formula would have dictated.
An award of $60,000 per year seems quite substantial,

his stipulation, in order to perform the statutory calculaUpon appeal, however, the court held that
tion. 44
Estevez fit within the "extraordinarily high income"

and an additional $6,000 per year for an educational
trust could grow into a fairly substantial fund over time.
However, the court did not consider Mitchell's profession
or where his career was headed. When Major League
Baseball resumed play in the 1996 season, Mitchell was

exception, and that he therefore should not be required to
produce any documents relating to his financial situation, as the only issue for the trial court to decide was
what the children's needs were. 4 5 Estevez was willing
46
and able to pay any reasonable award.
After Estevez, there is no need for a father to reveal
his income or expenditures in court, so long as he is will-

signed by the Boston Red Sox. 5 6 Boston sent Mitchell
down to one of its minor league affiliates and then traded him again. 57 He was then let go as a free agent, and
the Cleveland Indians picked him up. 58 Mitchell played
the 1997 season in Cleveland, mainly as a designated hit-

ing to stipulate that he can pay any reasonable child support award. 47 This ruling produced two important points
for any practitioner who represents a high-income earner in a child support hearing. The first benefit is that the
trial court cannot calculate the award based on any per-

ter, batting .152 and making two errors in two appearances in the field. 59 He played the 1998 season in
Oakland, having a better year in the field and at the
plate, but he still hit only .228.60 Mitchell was not able
to sign with any team for the 1999 season. 6 1 After his
114

last four years of baseball, Mitchell had paid $24,000 into
the trust and $240,000 in regular child support. By
then, any further opportunity to provide for the child's
future was gone.
How could the court have done better?
Clearly,
$24,000 is not going to pay for any private education, as
one year at a private university would likely exhaust the
entire principal amount. In issuing its order the court
should have considered the fragile nature of a professional athlete's career. The court should have realized
the distinct possibility that Mitchell would lose the ability to provide so easily for his child's needs. If the court
had ordered Mitchell to pay $100,000 per year into trust,

court missed an important opportunity to protect the
funds for the children's future use. Under § 4053(f) of the
California Family Code, Margreth legally may use child
support money to improve the entire household's standard of living. 7 1 Margreth's spousal support award terminated in December 1998,72 and this case was finally
put to rest in May 1999. 73 And where the plaintiff
thought $360,000 a year would provide only for "bare
necessities" and is now receiving "only" $240,000 a year,
it seems the trial court was short-sighted in not protecting the funds.
Even if a custodial parent has good intentions, he or
she may choose to improve the children's standard of liv-

representing only 3.3 percent of his 1995 annual income,
the trust would have contained over $400,000. The
income alone on this trust, assuming a conservative ten
percent annual return, could generate support payments
of $40,000 per year, leaving the principal amount as an

[In California... there is

ample insurance policy.
Barry Bonds is not Kevin Mitchell. Bonds is a marquee player, holding or sharing various Major League
62
records for most bases on balls in a season and career.

no need for a father to

His father is Bobby Bonds, a baseball legend in his own

ditures in court, so long as

reveal his income or expen-

right, 6 3 and Barry's godfather is the incomparable Willie
Mays. 6 4 Barry Bonds has been named MLB Player of the
Year once, the National League (N.L.) Most Valuable

he is willing to stipulate that

Player three times, an N.L. All-Star outfielder six times,
65
and has won seven N.L. Gold Gloves as an outfielder.

he can pay any reasonable

Bonds' children are also the result of a marriage. 6 6 In

child support award.

the lengthy court battle of Bonds v. Bonds, Susan
Margreth, Bonds' ex-wife, appealed the divorce court's
decision awarding her $10,000 per month in child support for each of the couple's two children. 67 Combined
with a temporary spousal support award, the total award
68

was $30,000 per month, $360,000 per year.
The guideline formula would have produced a child support award
of $67,043 per month, and thus Margreth appealed,
claiming an abuse of discretion. 69 Clearly, Margreth
could not be expected to feed and clothe her two growing
children on such a pittance! Citing Estevez, the Court of
Appeal quickly dispensed with Margreth's complaints
about the child support award, explaining, "This argument is remarkable for its lack of merit. Sun [Margreth]
cannot seriously argue that $20,000 a month would only
70
provide for her children's bare necessities."
The trial court crtainly provided ample support for
the Bonds' two children. By not creating a trust or
guardianship account, however, as was done in Rojas, the

ing too much now, not properly accounting for future
expenses. Using a trust takes child support money out of
both parents' hands, keeping it safe for the child's future
use. California's policy of allowing mothers to use child
support money for the entire home is not flawed; it is
merely a decision about proper uses of support money.
The mistake lies in not looking at the parent's long-term
career prospects and not providing protection when the
funds are at risk and at a time when the obligor can easily pay for it.

Florida
Florida uses a schedule of payment levels based on
income and the number of children, not on a fixed percentage. 7 4 This guideline may be adjusted by several
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onte Of veCrbal convenlience rather tha n sbt
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One aispect of a gu(ardianship that genllyA1\
beC an adCvaIntage1(, but a tudrns ouit to be a disa d
ondtagec in the caIse of professionall aIthleftes , is the I"
ing requliremient. In order to assutre: pro)per marI

approximately $10 per thousand covered. 4 While
this protection is valuable if an individual, such

a

family member or friend, is acting as the guardian, a
large fund of th type considered in this Note could
require $5,000 or more in premiums each year, with
the premium paid out of the fund.5 if the guardian
is is Itut, sLch as a bank, however recovery for
mismanagement is not an issue.
More troublesome are the management and
accounting requirements imposed on a guardianship. R e management requirements dictate that
the corpus be invested only in ways approved by the
state.6 Each year, the guardian must file an property management plan with the court, outlining how
the guardian intends to invest the ward's property.7
Additionally, no investment may be changed without court approval8 and property may not be sold
without court approval. 9 Financial institutions,
however, are not required to get approval for changing investments 10 Again, these requirements are in

place to protect the ward, but they are unnecessary,
with a financial institution, and merely
-particularly
take increase transaction costs while forcing overly conment of the fund, the guardian is requtired to
te servative investing.
out aninsuac policy equJ1ivalenIt to twic-e
Besides filing an annual property management
vadlue of the ward's, property, a-nd thei premiul

Children living with married

enumerated factors, 7 5 and if the monthly income exceeds
$10,000, a percentage of the income above $10,000 is
awarded. 7 6 The statute states that the guideline amount
is presumptively correct, giving deference to the legisla-

taken out of the picture.

ture and allowing the court only limited discretion to
77
implement its own schemes.

Finley v. Scott opinion, it made three important decisions
regarding child support payments by high-income par-

When Geri Finley filed a paternity suit against former

ents. The first point from Finley is that the child should

Orlando Magic guard/forward Dennis Scott, the Florida
courts were faced with a very interesting and potentially
explosive issue. 7 8 The issue, as framed by the Fifth
District Court of Appeals, was whether parents were
required to pay child support needed to cover the child's

enjoy a standard of living commensurate with that of the

proven day-to-day needs, and fund future, unspecified
needs. 79 Dicta in the earlier case of Miller v. Schou spoke
of children having a right and entitlement in their parents' Wealth. 80 If children have a property right in their
parents' wealth, then custody and marital status are

parents arguably could sue for their "fair share" of the
parents' wealth.
When the state Supreme Court addressed Schou in the

paying parent. 8 1 In the case of Dennis Scott's child, the
basketball star should provide sufficient money for clothing and other necessities, and he also should provide for
the best available medical care, education, and extra-curricular activities. 82 The trial court had ordered Scott to
83
pay $5,000 per month in child support.

Of that

amount, $2,000 was to go directly to Finley for the child's
day-to-day needs and the rest into a
account.

84

guardianship

As the Supreme Court of Florida points out in

plan, the guardian must
also file an annual accounting with the court.!1 The acCounting must contain
all financial Statements and documentation of any
purchases or sales, as well as a statement to the court
the need for continuing the guardianconcerning
12

ship. .

.. ....

In his book ESTATE PLANNING AND DRAFTING,
of
Regis Campfield descri bes the additional burden
court supervision as: an expensive and time-consuming process ....
Investment of the ward's prop-

lists.. [means] investments that haVe little or no appreciation potential

erty

_..

on so-l

but that are seen as safe."i 3 Given that fewer restrictions are placed on institutional guardians, it seems

clear that eVen the cautiouS jurisdictions realize that
financia! institutions pose little risk to wards. While
a guardianshiis not a terrible result, to be avoided
at all costs, a trust is simply more efficient. The
trustee is still bound by a fiduciary duty, just as a
guardian is, but a trust is free of the court supervision
required in the guardianship context. This freedom
reduces costs, saves time, and allows for higher
risk/return investment.

drafter control over the terms, and takes mandatory

court intervention out of the picture, producing a
more efficient, customized result.
1 BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 211, 488 (6th ed. t991).
2 TENN2CODE ANN. § 3411101(4), (11i) (!999).
3~ REGis W. CAMPFIELD, ESTATF PLANNING AND D~RFING, 92 (2nid ed.

1995).

4 Id. at 93.
5 Id.
6 Id. at 94; see also TENN CODE ANN. § 34-I1-115(a) (1999).

7 TENN. CODE ANN, § 34-11-115(b) (1999).
8 Id.at § 34-11 115(c).
9

at1§34-1

10 Id. at

116(a). :

§ 34-11-115(d).

1 Id at§3411-111.
12 id.
13 CAMPFIELD, supra note 3, at 94.

If the grantor wants to

restrict the types of investments that can be made,
he is free to do so. In the end, the trust gives the

Schou, even though obligor parents earning $200,000
and $10 million are both earning well above the highest
guideline amount, their obligations will be quite differ85
ent, reflecting the standard-of-living consideration.

separate fund to set aside the non-necessary money for
88
future expenses.

The second point flows from the first. While children
are entitled to share in their parents' standard-of-living,
86
children do not have a right to their parents' property.

makes an excellent case for the use of trusts or guardianship accounts. First, the court said that something must
be done with the money awarded in excess of the child's

The court in Schou, probably unintentionally, opened the
door for a child's right to a non-custodial parent's proper87
ty, though the concurrence tried to clarify the point.

day-to-day needs, and that establishing an external,
managed fund is well within the trial court's discretion. 9 0
Further, the court stated that the mother and any other

When Finley reached the Supreme Court of Florida, however, the court stated that while children of high-income

children she may have by another father are not to benefit from the child support payments.9 1 Finley had
already shown a propensity to augment her income and

parents should share in their parents' standard-of-living, and that this proposition allows the trial court to
award more than the child's actual needs, the trial court
may still find the guideline amount of support to be too
high. The court then revived the trial court's use of a

The third point from Finley is that child support
money is only to benefit the child. 8 9 The Finley court

lifestyle using child support money. 9 2 Where, as in the
Finley case, the court is concerned with the custodial parent diverting the child's money, an outside trustee or
guardian can give the obligor parent some peace of mind

93
about how the child support money is being spent.
From the obligor's point of view, a trust is preferable to a
guardianship because a trust is more flexible and incurs
lower administrative costs, and because the trustee may

be chosen whereas a guardian is court-appointed.
With the final disposition of Finley, Florida law
appears to stand firmly on the ground of reason. The
guideline amounts of support are presumptively correct,
giving deference to the legislative process; however, the
courts are allowed to use their judgment in unusual
94
cases, so long as they make written findings.
Particularly with high-income parents, such discretion
makes very good sense. Additionally, trial courts are not
limited to "needs only" awards; courts are free to increase
awards above the level of day-to-day needs by establishing funds for future expenses.
There exists a potential hole in the Florida scheme,
and it is the same hole that Texas and California failed
to properly fill. When the Finley case started out as a
paternity suit and child support action in 1993, Dennis
Scott was playing for the Orlando Magic. His team
would go to the NBA finals in 1995, and he was averag95
ing over 30 minutes per game between 1990 and 1997.

who is knocked from the tightrope.

Tennessee
Tennessee law provides set percentages of net income,
up to $10,000, which will be awarded for child support. 10 2 "When the net income of the obligor exceeds
$10,000 per month, the court may consider a downward
deviation from the guidelines if the obligor demonstrates
that the percentage applied to the excess of the net
income above $10,000 a month exceeds a reasonable
amount of child support based on the best interest of the
child and the circumstances of the parties."10 3 This provision for dealing with high-income situations is quite
similar to the ones already outlined from Texas,
California, and Florida.
The seminal case in Tennessee regarding child support and high-income parents is Nash v. Mulle.1 0 4 In
Nash, the father was ordered by the trial court to pay the
statutory rate of 21 percent on all his income, some of
which would be placed into an educational trust.1 0 5 The
trial court interpreted the Tennessee rules and regulations to say that income above the threshold level would

By the time the Supreme Court of Florida decided the
case in 1998, however, Scott had been traded to Dallas
and was about to be traded to Phoenix, which would
eventually let him go to free agency. 9 6 New York signed
Scott midseason in 1999, but waived him six weeks

only be excluded from the support calculation if the
10 6
father could show why inclusion would be inequitable.
The Tennessee Supreme Court remanded the determination of child support back to the trial judge, explaining
that once the threshold level has been reached, any devi-

later. 9 7 Finally, the Minnesota Timberwolves signed him
for the remainder of the 1999 season. 98 In the 1997-98
and 1998-99 seasons, Scott's minutes-per-game and
points-per-game fell rather dramatically. 99 This season,
Scott is on the roster of another non-powerhouse, the
Vancouver Grizzlies. 10 0 Scott missed the first 14 games
of the current season with an injured hamstring.101

ation from the guidelines is purely within the discretion of
10 7
the court, to be determined "on a case-by-case basis."
The Nash opinion then turned to the issue of the educational trust the trial court created to pay for the daughter's college education. 10 8 The father claimed it was

What do these statistics have to do with child support?
Scott, like Kevin Mitchell, is near the end of his lucrative
playing days. While the Florida scheme recognizes
Scott's enormous income, it does not acknowledge the
fact that a professional athlete's career, and therefore his

unconstitutional to require him to pay for his daughter's
education after she had reached the age of majority.
However, the court held that the father was not being
required to pay anything after his daughter reached
majority. Rather, the payments were made while she
was still a minor, and only the benefits accrued to her
after her majority.1 0 9 The court then embarked on a
quest to list every state, including Alabama, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, New Hampshire, New York, Oregon,
Pennsylvania and Washington, which had handed down
a decision or passed a statute advancing the appropriateness and even the necessity of requiring non-custodial par1 10
ents to provide for their children's higher education.

income, is always on a tightrope. One injury or bad season can knock a player off. Taking the high-wire analogy a step further, the Florida trial court made an intelligent, reasoned decision in spreading the safety net of a
guardianship account, but it did not go far enough in considering all of the factors. The net might prove to be too
small. In this respect, the Tennessee courts have cast a
broader net, which is more likely to catch any athlete

The court's exhaustive defense of its position on the
educational fund demonstrates the high priority
118

assigned such plans. The court recognized and seized a

unsatisfactory to the obligor. An appeal will have no

rare opportunity to take an unfortunate situation, a
divided home, and used it to create as much stability as
possible for the children involved. In fact, the court

effect, as there is no error. When a guardianship is created instead of a trust, the funds come under the direct

ensured more stability, financially at least, as the court
has no control over undivided families. Money for school
is not a substitute for having a whole and happy family,
but it is much better than the alternative.
A case on point for athlete-fathers is Lee v. Askew,
11 1
which deals with NBA swingman Vincent Askew.

supervision of the probate court. All decisions regarding
the investment and use of the funds are subject to the
court's discretion. Further, guardianship accounts are
12 3
limited in the types of investments that may be made.
Third, Askew establishes that the property held in
trust belongs to the obligor. 12 4 Lee argued that upon ter-

Askew fathered a son out of wedlock in 1986.112 In 1987,

mination of the trust, the child should receive the trust
assets. 125 The court, however, held that the property

after his junior year at Memphis State, he entered the
NBA draft. 11 3 Askew was a star in high school, college,
and was twice named league Most Valuable Player in the

was Askew's and would revert to him upon termination.1 2 6 The court is not explicit, but one can infer that
the court viewed Askew's legal obligation of support to be

Continental Basketball Association. 1 14 In the NBA,
however, Askew was a role player, known to coaches for
his hard work, unselfish attitude, and tenacious
defense. 1 15 Despite Askew's role as a reserve coming off
the bench, it is clear from the record that he did quite well
116
financially, making $2 million in the 1996-97 season.
When a paternity suit was filed, the trial court awarded child support to Linda U;ones Lee according to the
guideline percentage. The court further required Askew

The

court's

exhaustive

defense of its position on the
educational fund

to put money into a trust to pay for the "extraordinary
expenses of the minor child during his minority, and for

strates

college expenses if thereafter necessary."'1 17 The trust
would be managed by the Probate court as a guardian118
ship account.

assigned such plans

The Askew case is significant to the development of
Tennessee law for three reasons. First, it reaffirms that
income above the statutory threshold will be included in

the

demon-

high priority
..

Money for school is not a sub-

stitute for having a whole and

the calculation of child support only insofar as the court
believes it necessary. 119 The custodial parent has no

happy family but it is much

right to that money, as was established in Nash, though
Lee argued strenuously that she was entitled to the
120
guideline percentage.

better than the alternative.

Second, Askew challenged the trial court's order that
the trust be managed by the probate court. 12 1 He reasoned that going through the probate court would
increase costs, be cumbersome, and generally slow down
the administration of the trust. Further, the trust could
obtain a greater return under a private manager. The
court recognized that "resort to the Probate Court is
somewhat unusual," but found nothing wrong with the
order, as the probate court is fully capable of managing
the trust. 12 2 This ruling should put practitioners on
notice that if they are not prepared with an acceptable
trust plan, the trial court might devise a plan that is

satisfied by his monthly payments, intending the trust
only as a supplemental or stopgap measure. It is important to note here that the court did allow for invasion of
the trust if Askew's income ever declined to such a level
that he could no longer make support payments at the
level he was then making. 12 7 The court thereby protected funds through the guardianship account, which guaranteed money for the child's support and education, and
provided Askew with financial security in the future.

Trust A dministration
A trust is preferable to a guardianship or conservatorship, because the latter two methods come under the
supervision of the court. While court supervision might
seem desirable - having an official overseer to make sure
the funds are administered properly - this is not the
case. A trustee is bound by a fiduciary duty to properly
administer the fund and can be sued for violating that
duty. Further, court supervision places extra restrictions
on how the fund is managed. Therefore, the parties

If a substantialfund is created,
then when the father's
income decreases, any
reduced child support payments can be supplemented
by the income the trust
earns, preventing the child's
financial fortunes from being
tied to the fathe's career.

should be prepared beforehand with a trust and a trustee
to present to the court. Agreement in this area benefits
both parties, as a trust has the potential to grow more
quickly and has fewer administrative constraints.
How much can be put into the trust is also a function
of state law. States such as Texas will require evidence
of how much a child will need. Some states do not allow
for the creation of "higher education trusts" because they
require parents to pay support beyond the child's minority. 12 8 Other states will allow judges to use their discretion, as the judge in Askew did, putting enough into the
trust so that in the future, when Askew's income
decreased, the child would not have to endure a corre-

sponding decrease in support payments.
Given the
in the
preferable
option, the latter method is probably
professional athlete setting.

Payment Structure
When considering how much these athlete parents
should pay, two factors must be considered: the size of
the salary and the likelihood of that level of income continuing for a number of years. The structure should be in
a trust form, since a guardianship account, while effec129
tive, is more restrictive and costly.
As the SPORTS ILLUSTRATED article pointed out, the
average salary in the NBA was $2.2 million for the 19971998 season. 130 In Tennessee, the statutory provision for
determining child support payments states that for one
13 1
child, the father must pay 21 percent of his income.
So, an athlete who makes $2.2 million and has a child in
Tennessee would be paying over $400,000 per year in
child support, if a court chose to strictly follow the statutory guidelines. This may seem a bit excessive, until we
consider the athlete's future earning potential and how
the payments might be structured.
The likelihood of a short career also should be considered in making child support allocations. Injuries strike
athletes without warning or pattern. Since professional
athletes' bodies are the source of their income, any loss in
ability to perform physically is felt directly in the checkbook. Most athletes are unable to be recognized and sell
products after their sporting careers are over. 13 2 While
just a tiny silhouette of Michael Jordan's body, flying to
the basket, easily identifies Nike's Jordan line, Vincent
Askew, Kevin Mitchell, and even Barry Bonds, along
with the vast majority of professional athletes, lack
such marketability that transcends their active careers.
So while $400,000 in child support may seem absurd, it
is necessary to ensure support over the course of a
child's minority.
Rather than hand these giant sums over to the custodial parent and child en masse, the non-necessary money
should be placed in a trust fund for the child's well being
after the athlete's career is over. This type of planning
goes beyond simply putting money away for college. The
continuation of child support payments is assured in the
event the father's income decreases to a level where he
can no longer make such large support payments. While
setting money aside for educational expenses is a good
reason to create a trust, a more comprehensive reason is

to maintain the high level of child support that will be
established when the father is still in his playing days. If
a substantial fund is created, then when the father's
income decreases, any reduced child support payments
can be supplemented by the income the trust earns, pre-

ments, it would only do so to the level originally determined by the court. The child would never receive more
than the father was required to pay while he was a pro-

venting the child's financial fortunes from being tied to
the father's career.
Further, as was seen in Gonzalez and Askew, any

Trustee

remainder belongs to the father, so a well-endowed and
well-managed fund would provide the father with an
infusion of already-taxed cash upon termination of the
trust. The money put into the trust is taxed when it is
earned as salary, and the income generated from the
trust's investments is taxed each year. Therefore, whatever amount remains in the trust at its termination goes
directly to the father without additional tax liability. If
the father has suffered a dramatic reduction in income,
the termination of the trust would provide a large infusion of ready capital.

Trust Fund Structure
The structure proposed for this trust is actually quite
simple. Since money may be paid out every year, and
huge amounts will be paid in, the fund is actually little
more than a glorified bank account. The trust should be
established as an irrevocable trust which will only terminate either when the child turns 18 or when he graduates
from college, whichever comes later. In any event, the
trust probably should not survive beyond the child's
twenty-fifth birthday; at some point the child needs an
incentive to graduate and begin supporting himself. An
irrevocable trust is simply property that is placed in the
care of a trustee, to be administered for the benefit of the
beneficiary, and which cannot be reclaimed by the
grantor until the trust self-terminates. In a child support setting, the trust would be set up with a termination
date - graduation from college or graduate school or upon
reaching a certain birthday. At termination, the remain133
der reverts back to the father.
The trust income or some portion thereof will satisfy
the father's obligation to pay for private education and/or
other extraordinary expenses, and it will supplement
support payments if the father's income declines. This
would mean that all the child's needs, as determined by
the court, could be met, and that the father would not be
required to pay more than the child needed. In other
words, though the trust might supplement support pay-

fessional athlete.

The tougher and more important question involves
determining the trustee, since this person will be essential to the financial success of the fund and to the success
in convincing the parents that the trust will accomplish
what they want it to accomplish.
The most efficient choice for trustee would be the custodial parent, who in the pro athlete's situation, is the
mother. She could take a trustee's fee each year, which
would supplement her household's income, and the
father could feel that she was earning the money. The
child's household has an increased standard of living,
and even though there was no marriage resulting in
spousal support, provision is made for the mother. The
mother is in the best position to know what the child's
extraordinary expenses are and to pay them. After all, as
the custodial parent, she is incurring all the expenses.
Such an arrangement, however, requires a good relationship between the parents.
Many athlete fathers are likely to balk at having a
one-night-stand mother in control of their rather large
trust. This concern is illustrated by Dennis Scott's experience with Geri Finley. Before the court intervened, she
was helping herself to his children's support money and
spending it on herself. 134 Further, the mother, although
no less than the father, is unlikely to have expertise in
managing trust funds.
From an efficiency standpoint, the father's lawyer or
The
agent also could make an excellent trustee.
lawyer/agent is intimately familiar with the details of the
father's finances, and probably has access to the father's
bank accounts, ensuring that the support payments
would go into the trust on time. The lawyer or agent
would likely be a good manager. At the very least,
they would have some experience managing their
clients' finances.
This choice, however, would present a conflict of interest. The lawyer or agent represents the client, but as a
trustee, also would have an obligation to look to the best
interests of the child. All the while, the client has a longterm interest in the preservation of the trust's assets.
Even if the trustee were able to perform all duties faith-

fully, this situation has too much of an appearance of

in satisfaction of a support obligation, it is taxed to the

impropriety.
Because the father has a long-term interest in the
trust assets, he cannot be the trustee. Even in the unlikely event that the father were qualified to manage the
fund, the father's conflict is too great to be ignored. He
has a reversionary interest in the trust, as discussed in
Gonzalez and Askew, and while he would have a legal

father. 13 6 Additionally, all income from a trust in which

obligation to manage the trust to benefit only the child,
the temptation to look after his own interests would be
too strong to risk testing. Moreover, just as the father

so he must find a way to cover the tax liability while not

probably would not want the mother to be the trustee,
the mother probably would not want the father to be the
trustee. In a potentially adversarial situation, forcing

liability is not really a problem; it's more of an annoyance

the parties to interact is not desirable.
Finally, a professional trustee could be used, and this
is probably the best solution overall. 135 A bank or other
institutional trustee is appealing for several reasons.
First, a professional trustee with no ties to either parent
can be found quite easily, allowing both parties to forget

Consider, though, that a child support trust should

their worries about trustee bias. Professional trustees,
by definition, have expertise in managing trusts, and
since their careers and fees depend on their funds' performance, they are going to be motivated to grow the
fund. Maximum efficiency and a high growth rate benefit the father as well, through his reversionary interest.
Further, a professional, unlike other trustee candidates,
has financial backing in the event of mismanagement or
other breach of fiduciary duty. With the concerns of a
short career and a drastic reduction in income at the forefront, a good manager is mandatory. Professionals also

the grantor has a reversionary interest is usually taxed
to the grantor. 1 37

Income tax liability for the trust is

avoided only when the value of the reversionary interest
is less than five percent of the value of the property put
into the trust. 13 8

Essentially, there is no way for the

father to divest himself of the tax liability for the trust,
receiving the benefit of the income. As long as the father
is playing his sport and earning large paychecks, the tax
made bearable by the thought that the money in the trust
will someday come back to him with no additional taxes.
endure 18 to 25 years, almost certainly much longer than
the father's career. Assume one child living in Tennessee
has a father who is a professional athlete, making $2.2
million per year. His child support obligation could be up
to 21 percent, or $462,000 per year. The court may well
decide that the father does not need to pay the entire
sum, so let us say for simplicity's sake that he is required
to put $300,000 per year into the trust. The trust should
139
have no trouble sustaining a ten percent annual return,

providing at least an additional $30,000 per year.
If the father has been putting in $300,000 per year, for
three years, and the trust has been paying out $30,000,
then if the father's career ends, the trust will contain
$993,000.140 Assuming the trust continues to earn only
ten percent, the trust income for the fourth year will be
$99,300.

Ignoring any tax deductions or other income,

could be used as co-trustees with either parent; the desirability of such an arrangement would be unique to each
case, depending on the relationship between the parents
and the feasibility of paying more than one trustee.
The questions of trust structure and trustees skirt

the $99,300 would be taxed in the third highest bracket,

around one important point: trusts are designed to grow
and generate ever-increasing amounts of income.
Ideally, a trust will expand to a point where it is self-sus-

A $26,305 tax liability would loom rather large for an

taining, producing enough income to meet all of the beneficiaries' needs. Such a high level of income is certain to
attract the attention of the Internal Revenue Service.

very high priority must be given to tax planning.

for income between $53,500 and $115,000, and the tax
liability would be $26,305.

Although he had a degree

from Auburn University, James Brooks could barely
read, and was working at a warehouse for $7 per hour. 141
unprepared warehouse security guard.
Clearly, if a trust of this magnitude is being built, a
A

clause must be included in the trust directing the trustee
to pay out to the father an amount equal to the tax liability the father incurs. Because all of the trust income

Tax Consequences

is already taxed to the father, this payment would not
generate any new tax liabilities. 14 2

The income tax issues presented by this arrangement
require careful attention. Since the income is being paid

If this clause were

not included in the trust, the father would have to find
some means of paying the taxes out of his own pocket.

Though Brooks' situation represents a worst case sce-

support obligations, they are frequently without the

nario, many other athletes have spent and "invested"
unwisely, only to come to the end of their careers and find
that their millions have "somehow" evaporated. For
example, Rae Carruth recently fell into financial hard14 3
ship when he was defrauded in an investment scheme.

financial resources necessary to support their children at
the end of their careers. One might think this characterization is a gross over-generalization or malicious stereo-

Though he denies any financial problems, Carruth

athletes like Julius Erving and Larry Bird have always
supported their children, but these men seem to be in
14 5
the minority.

allegedly was worried that he would not be able to afford
the additional financial burden of his impending fatherhood, and thus allegedly arranged to have his pregnant
girlfriend killed. 14 4 Carruth was still playing and earning a very high salary at this time. Subtracting an NFL
salary and adding a large income tax liability to the mix
could present a real possibility of financial hardship.
Done properly, however, the child support trust can be a
boon to all those involved. While the trust is in place, the
mother and child benefit from the income, but the father

typing, but the number of professional athletes is very
low, and these stories are very common. To be sure,

Athletes like James Brooks can be helped by the trust
plan outlined in this Note because it acts as a mandatory savings plan. Since the father has the remainder
interest in the trust, and since he need not pay the
income taxes out of his pocket, the fund ensures that the
father will have capital invested and available down the
road. On the other hand, children of athletes like Ron
LeFlore, whose fathers simply do not honor their obliga-

A Win/Win Outcome

tions, are protected because the money is accumulated
quickly, while the athlete has a large salary, and support
payments can be made from the fund, independent of the

The trust plan outlined in this Note is intended to
address what appears to be a pervasive problem among

father's fortunes on the field. At the end of the day, even
with a father who would have ignored his obligations,
this plan presents a win/win outcome - the child enjoys a

also has real value in the trust as well.

professional athletes. Professional athletes have gained
a reputation for fathering children with multiple women
and then moving on without paying child support.
Furthermore, even if these fathers wanted to pay their
1 LARRY PLATT, KEEPIN' IT REAL 80-81 (1999).
2
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See generallv TENN. CODE ANN. § 36-5-101(a)(1) (1999).
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constant level of support, and the father has a more
secure financial future. There is indeed life off the field,
and an athlete's counsel should take care to protect it. *

1996, at 18.
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